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one of the most exhilarating things about a fade is the way it looks when it is not
worn with another haircut. when you cut your hair with a fade and then cut it
again into the standard box cut, the hair is very noticeable. (remember that hair
grows in reverse.) this is why you should only put a fade on your hair once or
twice a year, otherwise it will be obvious when you cut. a mohawk has to be
closely tied into the skin for it to be a good cut. the hair should be no shorter than
the first few inches from your scalp, and your skin should also have a generous
amount of hair running the length of your scalp. be careful you get a face-hugger!
with fades, there is no need for the hair to be tied into the scalp. the hair is cut
away from the face just slightly. although its often said that a fade haircut is
easier for men to achieve, women can easily make it look like it was done by a
guy with a fade. layered hair is often used when doing a fade. it can give the
illusion that the hair is longer from top to bottom. one of the most iconic hairstyles
is the mohawk. this iconic hairstyle makes every man want to have a mohawk.
but, often times men can make a mistake by not completely shaving their head.
when you are a man, you need to think about what your accessories are because
you want to be seen and noticed. a mohawk can be great for those in the music or
sports business. people can be in awe of this look because they see themselves
represented in a way that they cant with their other outfits. and the shorter is the
better. a fade haircut is going to turn heads and is a way to get noticed in many
situations. the look of a short fade will show the world just how fearless and daring
a man is. the fade will give the impression that you are a man, and not a boy.
because of the length of a fade, you can be seen walking and running a lot more
with a fade.
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